Field and Logistics. The field is located offshore, approximately 200 km (108 nm) away from the nearest airport. Flight time is 1 hour and 5 minutes in still air by a twin-engine medium-sized helicopter with two blades that has a cruise speed of 100 knots. In the case of a four-blade twin-engine helicopter with a cruise speed of 125 knots, flight time is 52 minutes in still air.
Introduction
Helicopter operations are important in the offshore oil and gas industry (Brittan and Douglas 2009) . Helicopters perform a variety of roles, including crew change, logistics supply, and medical-emergency and evacuation duties. Because helicopter accidents can have fatal consequences, many helicopter safety reviews and arguments have been conducted (Ulleberg et al. 1991; De Rocca Serra 1998; Ayres and Oliveira 1998; Williams 2000; Hokstad et al. 2000; Rowe et al. 2002; Clark et al. 2006; Burton 2011) . The pursuit of operational safety is continuous work. More industry experience contributes to more safety. This paper focuses on the specific helicopter operation that comprises the loading/unloading task of a slickline/ wireline job on an offshore platform. The discussion was carried out as a case study that was based on actual operational experience.
Conditions
This case study assumes the following conditions. the container is equipped with corner castings. These castings can be connected to shackles that allow quick release and connection of metal loop wire for crane rigging or helicopter lifting. The number of tool boxes and baskets depends on operational requirements, but typically comes to three or four.
Helicopter. In this case study, a medium-sized, twin-turbine-engine helicopter with two (or four) blades is assumed for material transportation. A schematic of the external appearance is shown in Fig. 1 . General helicopter specifications for each type are summarized in literature by Bell Helicopter (1998 , 2013 as 57-ft (56-ft) length, 48-ft (46-ft) rotor diameter, 12-ft (15-ft) height, and 6,500-lbm (6,800-lbm) empty weight, respectively. The weight specification, however, supposes onshore usage, which means minimum equipment. The reality of offshore-equipped helicopters adds 200 to 300 lbm for equipment and life rafts to make the weight 6,700 to 6800 lbm (7,000 lbm). The helicopter maximum take-off weight (MTOW) is 11,200 and 11,900 lbm in types with two and four blades, respectively. The maximum external loading capacity is 5,000 and 4,500 lbm for types with two and four blades, respectively. However, the actual maximum loading capacity applied at the site is limited to less than those specifications because environmental conditions (i.e., temperature and altitude) may affect allowable payload. Generally, temperature and atmospheric pressure decrease with increasing altitude. Both have an effect on air density that is important for loading capacity. Because all operational places in this study are at sea level, temperature alone will increase the density altitude. Air density reduces with increasing air temperature and reducing air pressure. The resultant increased-density altitude results in an overall reduction in the aerodynamic performance of the helicopter. Increased humidity also reduces air density and, therefore, helicopter performance. Reduced performance results in decreased loading capacity. Because maximum temperature is reported to be more than 100°F (38°C) in summer and there is a high humidity condition at the workplace, the loading capacity should never be overestimated.
The main rotor rotates in an anticlockwise direction, as viewed from above-this is an American design. When the option of selecting a helicopter with two or four blades is available, one should take into consideration that the Bell 412 helicopter, while faster and having a greater take-off weight, is not optimized for load-lifting operations and would probably not even achieve equivalent performance compared with the Bell 212 helicopter.
Load/Unload Operation
As ground crews, the operation team is separated into two groups for loading and unloading operations at two locations. In this study, Group A and Group B are defined as responsible for loading and unloading operations, respectively. Furthermore, in each group, ground crews take charge of the responsibility for marshalling (common in both groups) and hooking-up (Group A) or unloading support (Group B).
General Safety. The operational safety guidelines in general are summarized as follows.
• Keep eye contact: This operation requires nonverbal communication-visual check and marshalling signs. Therefore, the positional relationship between the marshaller and the helicopter is quite important. The helicopter assumed in this study has two seats-one for the captain and one for the copilot. The captain's seat is commonly located on the starboard side. Accordingly, the marshaller should stand at the right-hand side of the helicopter to remain within the captain's view. Otherwise, the marshaller would be in a blind spot off the port side. The marshaller is required to provide signals to the captain to ensure that there are no misunderstandings. Communication fulfillment is achieved by large, no-rush marshalling motion because human action tends to be quicker under stressful conditions. In the event that the marshaller needs to position at the edge of the helideck, an assistant marshaller is recommended to support the main marshaller from behind by holding the main marshaller's body. This helps to ensure that the main marshaller will not get pushed out of the helideck by the main rotor downwash. The sense of security provided by the assistant marshaller allows the main marshaller to maintain a higher level of concentration. Both the marshaller and the pilot must take a helicopter-marshalling training course for offshore-platform operation. Even after receiving certifications once, the marshaller and the pilot would benefit from refresher training in hand signals.
• Maximum loading limit: The maximum load-weight capacity depends on many factors, as discussed in the preceding section, and must be estimated carefully. Maximum loads are usually less in summer and more in winter. Helicopter performance is a complex area. In the temperatures specified, performance will be limited. To safely conduct this type of operation, the helicopter must be able to hover outside ground effect (OGE). Ground effect is a condition improving the helicopter's performance when hovering near the ground. The condition requires a reduced drag, and, therefore, power requirements are decreased the nearer the helicopter approaches the ground. The requirement to hover OGE restricts the weight of the helicopter while performing its task. of fuel. This means that in the event of a baulked landing on final approach to the refueling platform, the fuel state should never drop below return-to-base fuel, which would be 1,088 lbm (zero wind). In the field, payload is inversely proportional to the fuel load being carried-namely, more fuel means less load. When providing materials transportation that consists of five or six repetitive short-round trips between platforms and the complex, appropriate task fuel plus reserve spare is prepared so that sufficient lifting capacity can be secured. If extra operational time is needed, the helicopter suspends the operation and returns to the complex for refueling.
• Direction of approach: Pilots know there is turbulent air flow around the platform, depending on wind direction. In general, some turbulence is expected if any wind speed is present around high obstacles such as a platform located in an open, flat area. Updrafts are expected on the windward side of the platform, and downdrafts are expected on the lee side of the platform, as shown in Fig. 2 . Pilots plan approaches with the wind direction and strength in mind. Details of wind are mentioned in the next section. The marshaller in Group B needs to consider the availability of an alternative approach direction while taking the post-unloading operation into account. This is a key issue because the pilot and the marshaller may have different drivers, resulting in different preferences for approach direction. The pilot has a simple driver, which is to approach the platform while taking head wind as much as possible because it is the most-favorable condition for helicopter performance. On the other hand, the marshaller in Group B has more-complicated drivers, which are to decide the approach direction on the basis of the well-slot position, to secure the marshaller position in limited helideck space while avoiding the blind spot of the pilot, and to move materials to the right location as part of the post-unloading work. There will be further discussion regarding this subject in the latter part of this paper.
• Balance of lifted objects: This subject is the responsibility of Group A. In the case of single-point loads (i.e., one load rigged and one helicopter hook used) that use one sling, the balance of the lifted load does not matter. In the case of sling legs used for lifting (see Fig. 3 ), sling-leg crews hold the sling legs clear of obstructions until the helicopter has lifted enough to apply tension to the sling, which removes all slack from each leg. If the helicopter dips down and the sling legs become entangled in the load, the sling-leg crews will correct the condition. The marshaller will not approve the helicopter to move until the sling-leg crews complete the operation. If necessary, the lifting operation will be reworked. • Unloading objects: This subject is the responsibility of Group B. The marshaller carefully guides the helicopter to the right position for unloading the object. If the lifted object is stable (no rotation) and maintains the horizontal (for example, a cubelike material such as a winch skid unit), the marshaller can continue inducing the helicopter to unload the object to a certain position on the helideck without any support crews. If the lifted object is unstable (rotating action) or difficult to keep at horizontal (for example, a rectangular-like material with long side length such as a tool box), then the marshaller instructs the pilot to hold the object before touchdown, allowing one or two crews to surround the lifted object to help maintain stability of the object. Touchdown of the object to the helideck floor is carried out as softly as possible. A hard touchdown should be avoided to mitigate the risks of breaking the unloaded object or the wooden helideck floor. Once the object is unloaded, the marshaller checks to ensure that no ground crews are around the object, and then instructs the pilot to hook off the sling. If any member of the ground crew remains in close proximity to the unloaded object, the marshaller will not instruct the pilot to hook off to prevent the risk of the hooked-off sling possibly falling down to hit the crew. For temporary evacuation of those support crews before hook off, it is recommended that they go down to the intermediate-deck floor. During approach and/or temporary evacuation, crews are prohibited from moving by way of the back of the helicopter, even though it presents a detour. The unloading operation will be suspended if necessary, and started again after fixing problems.
• Post-unloading and preparatory work for subsequent unloading of objects: This subject depends on the available area of the helideck. If there is sufficient area to unload all objects, then it is not necessary to consider. However, in the case of a narrow-area helideck, it should be addressed. On such a narrow helideck, the center of the helideck might be the easiest position for a pilot to unload objects. Under a sequentialtransport operation for a series of wireline/slickline equipment consisting of four or five objects, once the first object is un- 
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Lifting with a main sling and four sling legs loaded on the receiver platform, the helicopter returns to the sender platform to load the second object and transport it to the receiver platform. During this loading operation by Group A on the sender platform, Group B secures enough space on the receiver platform for the next unloading operation by moving the first unloaded object away from the center of the platform.
• Communication in advance: Each role should be confirmed and shared among all involved persons-marshaller, hooker, backup person, and pilot-before the operation. Prior planning is a key to the success of operational safety. In addition, an emergency plan should be shared with all members in advance.
Risk Assessment. Through risk assessment, the following were extracted as typical subjects, and their countermeasures were taken into account.
• Confirm weight of materials: In every operational campaign, before transporting materials to the central complex by vessel, the weight of all objects should be checked, even if they are within the maximum helicopter loading capacity. Routine paperwork should be avoided, even if usage of the identical wireline/slickline equipment of a usual operation is planned. Objects should be checked each time in advance because additional materials are sometimes added on tool boxes/baskets according to the specific wireline/slickline menu. Even the weight of a winch skid unit might vary according to consumption of slickline/ wireline. A new drum reel of slickline/wireline is at its heaviest in its life cycle. After a certain number of actual slickline/wireline operations, a front-end side section of line actually used is cut and discarded as a preventive measure to avoid an unexpected cutting accident during the next slickline/wireline operation. Therefore, the weight of the drum reel decreases as it is used over a number of operations. Once judged as being at the end of its life cycle, all remaining line is replaced with a new reel, and the weight increases. In addition, the total length of line required depends on well depth. When planning the operational campaign for deeper wells after the previous job for shallower wells, the weight of the next drum reel might be heavier than that of the one used in the previous campaign.
• Monitor temperature: According to seasonal temperature monitoring in our operation area, any slickline/wireline operational campaign that requires material transportation by helicopter will not be scheduled in the summer season on the annual schedule. The spring or autumn seasons are preferable; however, the operation should be cancelled if an unseasonable heat wave occurs during these times.
• Allow daytime operation only: Any helicopter operation is prohibited during night time (from sunset until sunrise). Even though the helicopter operation can start during the day time, if a series of transportation operations is expected to be difficult to finish before sunset, a part of the operation should be postponed until the next day. Furthermore, the operation should be planned for a completion that allows the helicopter to return to the aviation airport on land by sunset.
• Check safety mesh of the helideck: According to target wellslot position, the marshaller needs to stand near the edge of the helideck, which is surrounded by safety wire mesh. Before taking such a position, the safety wire mesh should be visually checked. If any loose wire or rupture of mesh is found, the marshalling operation should be prohibited until it is repaired. • Standby at intermediate deck: Ground crews not in charge of load/unload operations should stand by below at the intermediate-deck level during helicopter operations. Only the minimum number of ground crews should be allowed on the helideck, and all crews on the helideck should be those in charge of the load/unload operations. • Walkie-talkie communication: Nonessential communication by walkie-talkie should be avoided during the helicopter operation to avoid distraction.
Helicopter Flight Characteristics
Correctly understanding helicopter flight characteristics is important not only for the pilot, but also for the ground crews and the marshaller in particular, because it can help in the decisions concerning helicopter-approach direction to the platform. However, the final approach direction shall always be the pilot's decision and must be made with safety as the first priority and payload as the second priority.
Sequential Risk in Flight. Fig. 4 illustrates the sequential relationship of helicopter task requirements and pilot capabilities (FAA 2000). Helicopter accidents occur when flying-task requirements exceed pilot capabilities. The margin of safety (MOS) is the difference between these two factors. As workload increases, the pilot's attention would be close to its limit for several tasks at one time. It becomes the minimum MOS at the tasks of approach and landing. The load/unload operation belongs to the task phase of approach, which is why this paper focuses on the load/unload operation in particular. The use of two pilots would assist in alleviating this workload and allow the "pilot flying" (PF) to fly the aircraft and the "pilot monitoring" (PM) to monitor instruments. 
Loss of Tail-Rotor Effectiveness (LTE).
LTE is a serious situation that can occur in single-rotor helicopters typically at low air speeds of less than 30 knots (FAA 1995 (FAA , 2000 . LTE significantly increases pilot workload and therefore reduces safety margins. LTE results when the tail rotor cannot provide adequate thrust to maintain directional control. Three relative wind directions are generally known to create an LTE environment. In the case of the counterclockwisemain-rotor helicopter types assumed in this study, the torque produced by the main rotor causes the helicopter body to rotate clockwise. The antitorque system provides thrust, which counteracts the torque produced by the main rotor. If the tail rotor generates excess thrust, the helicopter will yaw or turn to the left. If there is less thrust by the tail rotor, then the helicopter will execute right turns. Therefore, these three relative wind azimuths should be taken into account for the load/unload operation. The pilot must always face into the wind, which eliminates LTE because LTE in this type of operation would most likely result in a serious accident. More details are summarized in Appendix A. Additionally, this type of operation requires maximum use of any additional performance offered by wind, which should be factored to 50% for lifting planning purposes and to 100% for transit and return-to-base fuel planning. Therefore, it is preferred to take 100% head wind as much as possible.
Turbulence Around Platforms. Around tall construction such as platforms in open flat areas, there may be turbulent flow that decreases helicopter stability. In addition to common updrafts and downdrafts on the windward side and the lee side of obstacles, respectively, further attention should be considered when approaching an offshore complex that is exhausting gas from a flare or an exhaust system as part of a power-generation unit. In general, helicopters should not be flown adjacent to exhaust efflux of any description because flying through hot exhaust gases will lead to the helicopter losing performance and may be hazardous. The hot gases can cause a turbine engine to "surge," leading to engine failure/flame out. Moreover, a wind-tunnel study reported different wind-velocity distribution on helidecks depending on location (Chen et al. 1995) .
Single-Engine Accountability. When conducting this operation, no accounting has been taken of an engine failure and its potential consequences. Helicopters use the most engine power in the hover condition and the least power at the most-efficient aerodynamic speed, known as the velocity take-off safety speed (VTOSS), which also approximates to the single-engine safety speed or the speed at which the aircraft can fly on a single engine. On most helicopters, this speed is between 50 and 70 knots. Within the flight envelope of a helicopter, excess height can be converted to speed or excess speed can be converted to height. However, there are some areas at which the helicopter is too slow to achieve VTOSS or not high enough to convert height to speed approaching VTOSS. Areas within the flight envelope from which VTOSS cannot be achieved are known as the "avoid curve" (Fig. 5) . These operations are taking place inside the "avoid curve," sometimes known as dead man's curve. This means that, in the event of an engine failure, a safe single-engine landing is not guaranteed. Reducing the weight of the helicopter is one means of achieving VTOSS more quickly, so typically, in load lifting operations, engine failure is accounted for by jettisoning the external load, which should bring the aircraft back to within a single-engine accountable weight. When hovering over the platform, it is therefore likely that, in the event of an engine failure, the helicopter will crash land, risking occupants, surrounding personnel, the helicopter, and the platform, and increasing the likelihood of a fire.
• There is no safe place to jettison the load.
• There is no safe unobstructed landing area.
• The aircraft does not have sufficient altitude to achieve VTOSS and to fly away on a single engine.
Approach Direction
Considering the preceding helicopter flight characteristics, the helicopter-approach direction should be decided carefully to avoid LTE-namely, relative wind azimuth of 120 to 330°. There is no objection to making the approach-direction decision from the safety point of view at first, but it is necessary to consider the postunloading operation at the same time (see Fig. 6 ). The final position of each material load depends on the slot position of the target well on the helideck. Winch and power-pack units are usually positioned away from the well. On the other hand, it is preferred that tool boxes and tool baskets containing BOP, lubricator, pipes, and gauge tools be located near the well to be as close as possible to final position so that the work of moving materials can be minimized. An example of an ideal case is shown in Fig. 7 , which assumes 135° wind direction with 325° for the target well-slot position (i.e., upper-left corner). This satisfies both the allowable relative wind azimuths and the ideal unloaded position of heavier materials. Winch and power-pack units are higher priority because they are heavier loads as compared with other materials. Some tool boxes/baskets have wheels and others have no wheels. Materials with wheels can be moved easily by human force, but materials without wheels, even if lightweight, cannot be moved as easily. Therefore, the second priority is placed on materials that are not equipped with wheels, allowing the flexibility to unload tool boxes/ baskets that have wheels farther from the final position. Fig. 8 supposes 0° wind direction and 325° for the target wellslot position. When achieving 0° relative wind azimuth, a tool basket that does not have wheels can be unloaded at the final position; however, winch and power-pack units cannot (see Fig. 8a ). Therefore, an alternative approach direction is applied, as shown in Fig.  8b . This allows unloading of the winch and power-pack units at the final position while satisfying the allowable relative wind azimuth of 120 to 330°. However, one should keep in mind that this approach direction cannot access the maximum use of additional performance offered by the wind. This means that robust safety might be deterio- 
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Discussions for Safety
Psychological Factors. If it is possible to take approximately 0° allowable relative wind azimuth, then it is easy for the marshaller to make a decision about the helicopter-approach direction. However, some cases are in a gray area-namely, around the edges of the allowable relative wind azimuth range. In such cases, the marshaller may subconsciously give in to the pressure to enforce a risky decision. Here, we discuss the factors that can affect the marshaller's psychology. Each factor represents a minor hazard that can be visible, but is often discounted. However, they become obvious hazardous factors if accumulated. Conversely, it might be said that removal of those minor factors can contribute to the mitigation of rating as the approach direction moves away from head-wind direction. Once the helicopter starts to approach at a certain direction, the pilot should keep on course and never turn out of the wind during the approach or during load lifting. Otherwise, recovery from LTE would not be possible, and could result in an accident.
Another wind-direction case is illustrated in Fig. 9 . It supposes 90° wind direction and 325° for the target well-slot position. A tool basket can be unloaded by taking head wind, but winch and powerpack units cannot, as shown in Fig. 9a . For unloading those two units at the final position, the helicopter is required to approach with 225° relative wind azimuth, as shown in Fig. 9b . However, this should be avoided for safety reasons. Alternative Marshalling Operation. A more fundamental countermeasure would be not to use a ground marshaller for this task, but instead to use a crewman positioned inside the helicopter, on a safety harness, leaning out of the door to give instructions to the pilot over intercom. Marshalling is generally too slow for an operation such as this, and an internal crewman can keep the aircraft clear of obstacles. Furthermore, these small, flat platforms lack any vertical features for a stable hover reference, and the pilot has to continuously look down. There should always be a pilot monitoring instruments at all times, especially in high-power-demand flying such as prolonged hovering, during which the aircraft is using 100% of its available power. Using too much power on a Bell 212 helicopter is known as "overtorque," and nearly always requires some remedial maintenance action or inspection before further flight. This monitoring requirement would increase the air crew to two pilots plus one crewman, which would further reduce the infield payload. Moreover, a no-ground-marshaller operation can improve the flexibility of an unloading position because an area that is inaccessible to the ground marshaller becomes an accessible area for unloading. When considering this case, the payload reduction caused by adding one additional pilot and one crewman (e.g., 180 lbm × 2 personnel = 360 lbm) should be checked carefully.
New-Generation Helicopters
The helicopter used in this study is an older-generation design (1960s/1970s). Older-generation helicopters are typically civilian adaptations of a military design and have been certified under older Federal Aviation Administration (FAR 29 1970) or European (EASA CS-29 2003) certification rules. The aircraft referred to in this study are typical of helicopters that have made the militaryto-civilian transition. The Bell 212 helicopter is a derivative of the "Huey" used in Vietnam by the US, which was designed in the 1960s. The Huey was a single-engine helicopter. For safety and redundancy reasons, the Bell 212 has two engines; however, the main gearbox is from the Huey and therefore has the capability for only one main input shaft. To overcome this, the Bell 212 has a combining gearbox between the two engines and the main gearbox. The combining gearbox itself uses some power, so it is not as efficient as a helicopter that has a main gearbox with two separate inputs.
Because certification requirements have become more stringent as a result of safety requirements and a combining gearbox is a single serious hazards, as shown in Fig. 10 . Typical possible minor factors are summarized as follows.
• No wheels are installed on the tool box or basket: Moving heavy materials that are not equipped with wheels requires the use of a primitive roller. Material transfer by roller might have a higher risk of injury compared with transfer by wheels.
• Poorly maintained wheels: Metal parts used in offshore operations are easily rusted. It is hard to move heavy materials with rusted wheels; therefore, frequent maintenance is required. However, maintenance often cannot catch up with requirements because of a tight schedule.
• Bumpy/uneven helideck ground: In the case of a wooden deck after long-term use, there are cracks, damage, and chipped edges on the helideck. These present obstructions to moving heavy materials, even when wheels are available.
• Fewer workers to move materials: The number of workers is minimized as a result of cost-saving measures. Ground crews, consisting of company supervisor and slickline/wireline team, are separated into two groups (sender and receiver), and there are usually two to three personnel in Group B (receiver) available to push materials.
• Aiming for maximum loading capacity: For cost-saving reasons, the number of transportation runs (loading/unloading) must be minimized. Therefore, more tools are put into a tool box or basket-as much as possible to reduce the number of boxes or baskets. This means that the weight of a box or basket becomes greater.
Remote Operation by Pilot Only. One mitigation to be discussed is the remote operation by a pilot because the position of the marshaller in this operation includes a risk. In the case of unloading just one object on a location that is clear of other loads, the operation might possibly be performed remotely by a sole pilot. However, typical wireline/slickline jobs have multiple objects (usually five or six packages) to be transported by helicopter; therefore, remote unloading by a single pilot is difficult on a helideck where items have been placed here and there. Therefore, in our case including multiple transportation items, a marshaller's instruction is definitely needed. point of failure, later-designed and -certified helicopters have main gearboxes with two separate engine drive inputs, eliminating the need for a combining gearbox. Improved material and computerized engine-management-control technology have improved the available power from engines by more accurately managing fuel and air ratios, resulting in improved power, response, and engine control when the helicopter goes into one-engine-inoperative (OEI) mode. Newergeneration aircraft also offer improved overall performance; the development curve is chronologically similar to that of the automobile. In addition to more accountable weight in the emergency case of OEI conditions, digital flight and engine-management systems reduce pilot workload. Therefore, it is recommended to find an alternative helicopter designed to new-generation requirements. It would be beneficial to use a helicopter type that has sufficient single-engine hover capability, in particular, to perform the task safely.
Portable Manual Hoist. To mitigate the aforementioned minor hazards that can affect a marshaller's instruction on a platform not equipped with any fixed power hoists, portable manual hoists, such as Tirfor machines, are worth considering for moving items that have poorly maintained wheels. The portable manual hoists are lever-operated tools that use a separate wire rope, are lightweight, and are manageable to bring to site easily. They can pull loads to decrease the workforce needed for pushing materials by human power. To apply the hoist, an anchor point is needed on the helideck floor. If there is no anchor point available on the helideck, the legs of the platform might be an alternative. In this case, the anchor point is positioned below helideck level. Accordingly, a fulcrum point, to which a tensioned rope connects, is generated at a certain point on the edge of the helideck. Therefore, the strength of the anchor and fulcrum points needs to be checked.
Alternative Transport Methods Without Helicopter. As further fundamental solutions, many alternative transport methods were considered; however, all were judged to have no advantage compared with helicopter operation given our assumptions and situation. The first alternative was installation of crane equipment on each satellite platform. However, this would require a large investment with little chance to make a cost justification for our oil field. There were many other factors (number of platforms, maturity of the field, small size of the platform, low oil price) that made the investment environment more difficult in our case. Another alternative was use of a vessel with a crane; however, no such vessel was available in the local area. The use of a jackup barge was the last alternative considered; however, comparative cost analysis clearly revealed that its charter fee was higher than that of a helicopter. Furthermore, barge availability was always limited while a helicopter was easy to hire for ad hoc operation.
Conclusions
1. The marshaller should place higher priority on the safe relative wind azimuth for a helicopter approach. When the condition is available, the marshaller is allowed to set the unloading location to be the final position. 2. It was discussed that minor hazardous factors can affect the marshaller psychologically to enforce making risky decisions that might lead to more serious hazards. It is recommended that these factors be removed or mitigated. 3. As a more fundamental countermeasure, the possibility of applying an alternative marshalling method is investigated. The aircraft should be crewed with two pilots and one crewman at all times, removing the need for a ground marshaller. 4. It is recommended that an alternative helicopter that is designed to new-generation requirements be found.
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Appendix A: Three Wind Azimuths To Be Avoided To Prevent LTE
Main Rotor Disk Vortex Interference (Fig. A-1a) . A relative wind azimuth between 285 and 315° will cause the main rotor vortex to be blown into the tail rotor by the relative wind, resulting in tailrotor operation in an extremely turbulent environment. If thrust reduction occurs suddenly and is not corrected, the mast will have an uncontrollable rapid rotation. (Fig. A-1b) . In wind azimuth of 210 to 330°, the vortex ring state of the tail rotor will be developed. As the inflow passes through the tail rotor, a thrust to the left is given to the tail rotor. A left crosswind will oppose this tail-rotor thrust, resulting in a vortex ring state that causes unsteady flow into the tail rotor.
Tail-Rotor Vortex Ring State
Weathercock Stability (Fig. A-1c) . Tail winds from 120 to 240° will cause yaw rate acceleration. Winds in this azimuth will work to weathervane the nose of the helicopter into the relative wind. 
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